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In a recent paper, Brenti shows that enumerating a conjugacy class of S n with 
respect to excedances produces polynomials which are unimodal and symmetric. He 
then shows that these polynomials arise naturally from the theory of symmetric 
functions. We give combinatorial proofs of Brenti's results; our combinatorial 
methods lead to numerous extensions, as well as to the definition of new 
combinatorial objects--border rim hook tabloids. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 3 ], Brenti studies the unimodal i ty  of the polynomials  obtained by 
enumerat ing sets of permutat ion  of the symmetric group, S~, with respect 
to the number  of excedances. He shows that the resulting polynomials  
for var ious classes, including conjugacy classes, are both un imodal  and 
symmetric, thus answering a question of Stanley. By defining a homomor -  
phism on the ring of symmetr ic functions, Brenti shows that the polyno-  
mials obtained by enumerat ing conjugacy classes of S n with respect to 
excedances arise natural ly  through the theory of symmetric functions. 
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2 BECK AND REMMEL 
Let A denote the ring of symmetric functions. Brenti defines a 
homomorphism, 4: A --* Q[x], on the elementary symmetric functions as 
(1 --X) k-1 
~(ek) - k! (1) 
where ~(eo) = 1. This homomorphism has rather remarkable combinatorial 
properties and connections with permutation enumeration. What follows 
are the highlights among the results that Brenti proves about 4. For o-e S,, 
d(~) and e(o-) denote the number of descents and excedances of ~, 
respectively. 
(i) n!~(h,) =A, (x ) /x=~s " x a(~, where A,(x) is the nth Eulerian 
polynomial. 
(ii) (n!/zx) ~(Px)=Z~s,().)xe(°), where S~(2) is the set of o-eS n of 
cycle type 2. 
(iii) An expression for the leading coefficient of ~(s~). 
Brenti also finds an expression for the leading coefficient of ~(rn~) and 
~(f~). Note that (ii) shows directly that Z~s,(a~x e(~) is unimodal and 
symmetric because the power symmetric functions are a multiplicative 
basis. 
Brenti establishes his results by mostly algebraic means. In this paper we 
give combinatorial proofs and interpretations for the various bases of sym- 
metric functions under ~. Most notably, we combinatorially prove (i) and 
(ii) above. Our combinatorial methods allow us to extend Brenti's results; 
for example, we give q-analogues which involve the inversion statistic as 
well as other statistics which we define later. We also give a combinatorial 
proof of a corollary that results from expression (iii). The method of our 
proof, combined with our definition of a new combinatorial object, enables 
us to give a combinatorial expression for ~(sx). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Here we present the notation and definitions which will be used 
throughout the paper, as well as two useful theorems. 
Let Sn be the symmetric group on n elements, and let a=alCrz...am 
be a permutation of Sn given in one-line notation. We define three 
permutation statistics. If ai > i, then i is an excedance of o-. We denote by 
e(o-) -- [{ i : ai > i} I the number of excedances of a. If o- i > cri+ 1, then i is a 
descent of a. We denote by d(cr)= [{i: o-, > ai+ 1}1 the number of descents 
of o-. An inversion occurs if o 5 > aj for i <j .  We denote the number of 
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inversions of o- by inv(o-)=Zi<jZ(o-i>Gj) where we use the notation 
z(A) = 1 if the statement A is true and z (A)=0 if A is false. 
Let N(1 al, 2 a2, ..., 1 ~') denote the rearrangements of al l's, a2 2's, ..., and 
at l's. For r = rlr2.., rn e N(1% 2 ~2, ..., l ~l), where ~l= 1 ai = n, an inversion 
occurs in r if ri > rj for i<j .  The number of inversions of r is denoted by 
inv(r) = )2i<j Z (r~ > rj). 
We let P = { 1, 2, 3 .... }. For n e P, we have partitions of n, 2 = (21, 22, ..., 
2l), where 0<21~< ... ~<2 l and n=[2[=21+ ... +2/ .  The number of 
parts of a partition 2 is denoted by l(2). 
The Ferrers' diagram Ft. of 2 is the diagram which consists of left justified 
rows of squares or cells of lengths 2~, 22 .... ,2l  reading from top to bottom. 
For 2 a partition of n, also denoted 2 ~- n, we denote the length of the side of 
the Durfee square by D(2). The Durfee square is the largest square which will 
fit inside the Ferrets' diagram corresponding to the partition 2. Figure 1 
depicts the diagram F(1, 3, 4, 6); the Durfee square is shown by the shaded cells. 
Let 2 = (21 ~< 22 ~ ' ' "  ~ 2l(2) ) and/~ = (fi/1 ~/~2 ~ ' ' "  ~ [~l(/t)) be partitions 
of n. Then/~ _ 2 if and only if l(/~) ~< l(2) and/~l(~) + 1 ; <~ 2l(;~)+ 1 ~ for every 
i <~ I(u) (the Ferrers' diagram of 2 contains the Ferrers' diagram of p). The 
Ferrets' diagram of the skew shape 2//t is denoted by F~/~, where F~/~ = 
Fx -F~ (F(1,2, 3, 4, 6)/(1, =) is shown in Fig. 2). 
For 2 and # partitions of n, a tableau T of shape 2//~ is a filling of the 
Ferrers' diagram of 2//~, F;~/~, with elements from P such that entries in the 
rows and columns are weakly increasing in rows from left to right and from 
bottom to top. A tableau T is column-strict (or semistandard) if it is strictly 
increasing in the columns, An example of a column-strict tableau is shown 
in the Fig. 2. 
A tableau of shape 2 L- n is standard if the column strict diagram is filled 
with integers { 1, 2 ..... n}, We denote by f~/~ the number of standard 
tableaux of shape 2//~. 
T = 
t11214151 
FIGURE 2 
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Let T be a column-strict tableau of shape 2//~ and let Ti, j denote the 
element of T in the ith row and j th  column. Then the weight of the 
tableau, w(T), is given by 
w(T)= [ I  XT,,H (2) 
(i,j) eF)@ 
If T is the tableau above, then w( T)  = .~lX2X3X4X5X7 3 2 3 2 
Let 2 be a partition of n. The conjugacy class of S, corresponding to 2 
is denoted by 
5',,(2) = {ae S, : cycle type of a=2}.  
If we set a partition 2 = (1'% 2 m2 .... , n" )  where mi is the number of parts 
of length i, then we make zx = lm12m2.., nm"ml! m2[ .. .  mn[ 
A sequence of integers {al, a2, ..., ak} is said to be unimodal if there 
exists an i, 1 ~< i ~< k, such that aa ~< a2 ~ " ' "  ~ ai and ai >~ ai+ 1 >~ "'" >~ a~. 
The sequence is said to by symmetric if ai = ak_i  for i=  1, 2, ..., [_k/2_J. 
The nth Eulerian polynomial has been widely studied and is well known 
to be both unimodal and symmetric. It is the polynomial obtained by 
enumerating a e S, with respect o d(a)+ 1: 
An(x)  = 2 xd(°-) +1 
~Sn 
We define the following q-analogues for the factorial, the binomial 
coefficient, and the multinomial coefficient: 
[n ]= l+q+q2+. . .+qn-1  
[hi!  = [n ] [n -  1 ] In -Z] . . .  [1] 
[k]! I n -k ] !  
[ n ] [n]! 
k,k2...k, - [k,]! [k2]!..-[~,3! 
We give the following useful theorem involving q-analogues. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let  t Z i= 1 ai = n, then 
1 a 1 • . .  a l r~.~(l% 2% ..., 14,) 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is due to Carlitz [4]. 
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Bases of  Symmetric Functions 
Let A be the ring of symmetric functions in x I , ..., x N and let An denote 
the space of homogeneous symmetric polynomials of degree n. Thus 
A = G n>_,o An. There are six standard bases of An =An(x1 .... , XN) (N>~n) 
indexed by partitions 2 of n, namely {m~}~, _,~ (the monomial symmetric 
functions); {P~};,~-n (the power symmetric functions); {e~}~>n (the 
elementary symmetric functions); {h~} ~ t-n (the homogeneous symmetric 
functions); {s~}~,>~ (the Schur functions); and {f;,}~-n (the forgotten 
symmetric functions). These bases are defined as follows. 
• v(x 1 x 2 x~) is a weakly 1. m~=Z~U~I i2 iN il i2 i I i 2 x z ...x~¢)=4 Xxx2 " "x~, where • •. 
increasing rearrangement of ii i2... ix. 
2. P;~=P~,P~2"P~I, where pk=ZN=l X~. 
3. e~=e<ez2.. .e~t,  where ek~l<~i l< i2< ... <ik<~NXilXi2...Xik 
4. h~--h~h~2.. .h~t, where hk=Zl<<.~<~i2<  ... <~vX~X~2 ""xik. 
5. s~. = ~rw(T) ,  where the sum is over all column strict tableaux of 
shape 2. Recall that w(T) is defined by (2). 
6. The forgotten symmetric function basis is usually defined by 
declaring that it is the dual basis of the elementary symmetric functions. It 
has been given a combinatorial definition by E~eciogqu and Remmel [6] 
which we will give in a moment. 
Transition Matrices: Combinatorial Definitions 
Our work utilizes the combinatorial definitions of the elements in the 
transition matrices between the six standard bases as developed by 
Egeciogqu and Remmel. Below, we introduce the necessary combinatorial 
objects and the corresponding identities that we shall use. 
• Brick Tabloids. We begin by defining combinatorial objects called 
p-brick tabloids of shape 2. We introduce them here by way of an example; 
details can be found in [ 6]. 
For p a partition of n, we create bricks of length equal to the length of 
the parts of p. For example, if p = (1, 1, 1, 2), then we have the p-bricks 
shown in Fig. 3., 
Let 2 = (2, 3). Then the p-brick tabloids of shape 2 are shown in Fig. 4. 
Fmum~ 4
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Basically, two rules must be followed: 
1. or-bricks cannot overlap, and 
2. each brick must lie within a single row. 
In our combinatorial interpretations, we will be concerned with the 
number of/~-brick tabloids of shape 2, denoted by B,. ~. In the example 
above, B(1, a, 1, 2), (2, 3) = 3. We denote by N,, ~ the set of all/~-brick tabloids 
of shape 2. It is shown in [6] that 
hx= ~ (-1)'-l(t')Bu,~e~. (3) 
~Hn 
• Weighted Brick Tabloids. Next, we introduce the notion of weighted 
or-brick tabloids of shape 2 (see [6]). Given a /.t-brick tabloid T, each 
brick, be, of length ¢t~ is given a weight, denoted by wr(b~), according to 
the following rule. 
WT(bi)={li otherwise.if bi is at the end of a row 
The weight of a p-brick tabloid, w(T), is given by w(T)-.1i=1-nl(~) wr(bi). 
We define the weight of B~,,;~ by w(B~,x)=Zr~.e,.~w(T). Figure 5 
pictures all or-brick tabloids of shape 2 where ~ = (1, 2, 2) and 2 = (2, 3). 
It is proved in [6J that 
pz= ~ ( -1 )  "-z(~)w(B~,~)e~ 
/~ I-- n 
m~= Z (-1) ~(~'~-I~')w(B~'~)p~ 
(4) 
(5) 
f~= ~, (-1)'-'(~)w(Bz,)p,. (6) 
~t I--n 
• Special Rim Hook Tabloids. Next we introduce special rim hooks 
and special rim hook tabloids. Thse combinatorial objects are developed in
[7] where they are used to give a combinatorial interpretation of the 
inverse Kosta matrix. 
w(T1) = 4 
~ ' ~  w(T2) = 2 
w T1 T2 ( B(1,2,2),(2,3) )=6 
FIGtrm~ 5 
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Consider a Ferrets' diagram of some shape 2. A rim hook of ), is a 
sequence of cells, h, along the northeast boundary of F~ so that any two 
consecutive cells in h share an edge and the removal from F;. of the cells 
in h leaves a Ferrers' diagram of another partition. Given partitions/.t c ),, 
we say that 2 -¢t  is a special rim hook if )o-kt is a rim hook and 2 - ,u  
contains a cell from the first column of ,L 
A special rim hook tableau T of shape 2 is a sequence of partitions 
T=(~ =2(°)c.~(1)~ ... c2(k)=)~) 
such that for each 1 ~< i ~< k, 2 (i) - 2 (i- 1) is a special rim hook of 2 (i). The 
type of the special rim hook tableau T is the partition determined by the 
integers 12(e)-2(i-1)[. Define the weight of the special rim hook hi= 
2 ( i ) -2 (i-1) to be w(h~)= ( -1 )  r(h')-I where r(he) equals the number of 
rows that hi occupies. The weight of T is 
k 
w(T) = ]q w(,~ (i) _ ~( i - i ) ) .  
i=1 
We illustrate a special rim hook tabloid, T, of type ~t and shape 2 in 
Fig. 6. 
In [7], E~eciogTu and Remmel give the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 2 and # be partitions of n. Then 
K-1  _ ~, ; -~ w(T), (7) 
T 
where the sum is over all special rim hook tabloids of shape ), and type/.t. 
Keeping this combinatorial definition in mind, we shall use the following 
expressions: 
sa ~ v,~,e l, (8) 
sa= Z K~,lhv • (9) 
~k-n 
T= 
p. = (1 ,2 ,5 ,5 ,6 )  
- L. _ ;L = (1 ,2 ,3 ,3 ,4 ,6 )  
I 
, _ _ ,  L_  ] w( r )=- i  
I i 
i i 
FIGURE 6 
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3. T~ HOMOGENEOUS SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS UNDER 
First we will give a combinatorial interpretation of the expression Brenti 
derives for n! ~(hn), providing a set of objects which describe the polyno- 
mial. The fact that the homogeneous symmetric functions are a multi- 
plicative basis leads to an expression for n! ~(h~). However, we are able to 
extend Brent's results and, by defining a different permutation statistic, we 
are able to give an alternative xpression for n! ~(h~) along with a com- 
binatorial proof. Furthermore, by slightly altering the homomorphism 
given by Brenti, we will give q-analogues of both n! ~(h.) and n! ~(h~). 
A Combinatorial Interpretation of n! ~(h.) 
Using the well known fact that H(x) E( - x) = 1 (see [ 8 ] ) (where H(x) and 
E(x) denote the generating functions for the homogeneous and elementary 
symmetric functions, respectively), Brenti shows that when the homomor- 
phism, as defined on the elementary s mmetric functions, isapplied to the n th 
homogeneous symmetric function, the following results [3 ]: 
Let ~: A(x) --* Q[ x] be the ring homomorphism defined by THEOREM 3.1. 
(1). Then 
n! ~(h.)=A"(x)= ~ xd(~). (10) 
X o-~S,~ 
We shall now give a bijective proof of Theorem 3.1. We begin with 
expression (3), 
hx= ~ (--1)n-t(U)B~,~e~. (11) 
p}-n  
Using this expression to interpret n! ~(h.), we consider the special case of 
(11) where 2 = (n). Multiplying by n! and applying the homomorphism to 
both sides, we have 
n! ~(h.)= ~ (-1)"-t(/~)Bu,(.)n! ~(e/~) 
l(~) (1 - x )  ~i 
=~l--,, ~ (--1)"-l(~)B~')")n! i=--~1 ---/zi! 
~n  ¢tl,/~z,...,/& B"'(n)(x-1)n-z(~)' 
where if/~ = (/~1, ...,/~l) then 
n ) n! 
- -  t I"  t~1,1~2, ...,#l I~i=llai. 
(12) 
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x - I  x I - I  I x - I  x x I 
FIGURE 7 
Equating the expressions (10) and (12), we see that we must prove that 
~ xa(~)= ~ ~, ( n ) (x - l )  n-t(~). (13) 
~Sn #Fn re~]#,(n) / ' I~ I ' /~2 '  " " , [~ I  
We begin by showing that the right-hand side of (13) is equivalent to a 
sum of signed, weighted combinatorial objects; i.e., 
/ \ n y, ( ) (x -1 )n - t (~)= ~' sgn(o)w(o). (14) 
#kn TeNp,(n) \ [A l ' / J2 '  ""/  oeOh n 
Examining the left-hand side of (14), we see by the second summation 
that the objects are p-brick tabloids of shape (n). The multinomial coef- 
ficient fills the bricks with pairwise disjoint sets of integers whose union is 
{ 1, 2, ..., n}. By convention, the set of elements assigned to a given brick 
are placed in the cells of the brick in decreasing order. The term 
(x - 1)n t(~) accounts for the number of ways of labeling the cells of a filled 
brick tabloid where the last cell in each brick is labeled with a 1 and the 
remaining cells in each brick are labeled with either x or 1. Thus Oh, is the 
set of labeled filled brick tabloids of shape (n) which can be constructed as 
described above. See Fig. 7 for an example of a labeled filled brick tabloid. 
Given an o ~ Oh,, k(o)= number of cells of o labeled with an x and 
rn(o) = number of cells of o labeled with a - 1. Then we define the weight 
of o, w(o), and the sign of o, sgn(o), by 
w(o) = x k(°) and sgn(o) = ( - 1 )re(o). 
With these definitions, it is easy to see that (14) holds. 
We define a sign-reversing weight-preserving involution on objects in (9h. 
For our involution, we check from the left of the tableau ntil we find the 
x - I  x 1 - I  I x - I  x x 1 
x I x 1 - I  I x - I  x x I 
FIOURE 8 
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x I x x x I x x x x I 
FIGURE 9 
leftmost occurrence of one of the two conditions described below and 
perform the corresponding operation. 
1. If there is a decrease between the last element of one brick and the 
first element in the next brick, we join the two bricks together and change 
the sign of the last cell of the first brick from + 1 to - 1. 
2. If we see a - 1 as a sign on a cell we cut the brick after that cell 
into two bricks and we change the sign of the cell from -1  to + 1. 
An example of the involution is given in Fig. 8. The sign associated with 
an object is reversed by changing a + 1 into a -1  and vice versa; hence 
the involution is sign reversing. We do not change the entries otherwise; 
hence, the involution preserves the number of x's in the tableau and is 
weight preserving. 
The fixed points of our involution will consist of those p-brick tableaux 
of shape (n) such that 
1. if c is the cell at the end of a brick then sgn(c) w(c) = + 1, and 
otherwise sgn(c) w(c)= +x; 
2. the sign is + 1 (there are no longer any cells with negative signs), 
and 
3. the fillings are such that the integers increase between bricks and 
decrease within bricks. 
Figure 9 shows an example of a fixed point. We can see that the elements 
along the row of a fixed point constitute a permutation of S,. For each 
filling, or permutation, we have weighted with an x every place that the 
values decrease (at a descent), and we have weighted with a 1 the places 
of the increases (where there is no descent). Thus, we have enumerated the 
permutations of Sn with respect o descents. 
A Combinatorial Interpretation of n! ~(h~) 
Next we give a combinatorial interpretation of n! ~(h;~). We must define 
a new permutation statistic which will be used in our interpretation of 
n! ~(h;~). This statistic involves both a permutation and a partition. 
Let 2 = (21, 22, ..-, 21) be a partition of n and let ~= o-io-2. • • G, be a per- 
mutation of n, written in one line notation. For the permutation statistic 
we break cr into pieces of lengths 21,22 . . . . .  2/ .  We then count only the 
descents, o- i > o-i+1, such that both i and i + l occur within one of these 
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pieces, and we denote the sum by d¢.(a). For example, if o- = 86274315 
and 2=(1 ,  3, 4), then we break ~r into pieces [8] [627]  [4315] .  In this 
case, dx(a)--3. Note that in this example the descents of cr occuring at 
positions 1 and 4 are not counted because positions 1 and 2 and positions 
4 and 5 do not occur within a single piece. Now we are able to state the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let ~: A(x)~ Q[x] be the ring homomorphism defined 
by (1) and let 2 be a partition of n. Then 
n! ~(h~)= y~ x ~(~. 
a~Sn 
Proof We begin by expressing h;~ in terms of e~ as in Eq. (3). 
Multiplying by n! and applying the homomorphism to both sides, we have 
n,~(h~)= ~, ~ Qu n ) (x_ l )~_ l (~ ' (15) 
,ul--nT~Nv,~. 1,///2, ..., /A l 
As in the case of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can express the right-hand 
side of (15) as a sum of weighted, signed combinatorial objects. We denote 
the set of these objects by (gaa. The objects in (gh~ ' are very similar to those 
in the set (ga. The objects are/~-brick tabloids; however, now they are not 
single rows, but are of shape 2. We fill each brick with a decreasing 
sequence of integers. The weights and signs of the cells and the objects are 
defined as before, and by similar arguments 
~, ~ { n ) (x_ l ) ,  ,~)= ~ sgn(o) w(o)" 
/, ~,~ r~,.~. 'ul"u2' "'"'ut o~¢ha 
The involution on the objects in (gh~ is similar to that defined on the 
objects in (gh. Beginning at the highest leftmost cell and preceeding accros 
each row from top to bottom, we look for the first occurrence of one of 
the two conditions described below and we perform the corresponding 
operation. 
1. If there is a decrease between the last element of one brick and the 
first element in the next brick, we join the two bricks together and change 
the sign of the last cell of the first brick from + 1 to -1 .  
2. If we see a -1  as a sign on a cell we cut the brick after that cell 
into two bricks and we change the sign of the cell from - 1 to + 1. 
As before, it is clear that we have a sign-reversing weight-preserving 
involution. The fixed points of the involution will consist of those H-brick 
tableaux of shape 2 such that 
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1. if c is the cell at the end of a brick, then sgn(c) w(c) = + 1, and 
otherwise sgn(c)w(c)= +x; 
2. the sign is +1; and 
3. the fillings are such that the integers increase between bricks in the 
same row and decrease within bricks. 
Examples of fixed points for 2 = (2, 3) and their corresponding contribu- 
tion to the sum of Theorem 3.2 are show in Fig. 10. 
Reading across each row from top to bottom we get a permutation of n 
in one line notation. However, we do not know the relationship between 
the last element in a row and the first element in the next row. Regardless, 
the cell containing the last element is weighted with a 1. Therefore, it never 
contributes to the descent count; hence we have enumerated over S, with 
respect o d~(a). | 
We have the following as a direct corollary to this result. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let n~ ~ and let 2 be a partition of n. Then the 
polynomial 
Z X&(G )
~Sn 
& both unimodal and symmetric. 
Proof The proof is immediate because the homogeneous symmetric 
functions are a multiplicative basis and the product of symmetric unimodal 
polynomials is itself symmetric and unimodal. | 
A q-Analogue of n! ~(h~) 
We begin by defining a ring homomorphism (: A(x)~ (Q[q])[x] by 
letting 
(1 -x )  k- i  q(~) 
(16) 
((ek) = [k]! 
for k e { 1, 2, 3, ...}. We define ((eo) = 1. The ek's are algebraically indepen- 
dent and generate A(x), hence the homomorphism is uniquely defined. We 
have the following. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let neP and let (:A(x)~(Q[q])[x] be the ring 
homomorphism defined by (16). Then, 
Proof 
In]! ~(h.)= ~ xd((')q inv(a). (17) 
a~Sn 
We again express h. in terms of ea using (3): 
Multiplying by [ n ] ! 
h.= ~ ( -1 )  ~ l(a) Ba,(~)e a.
a j -n  
and applying ( to both sides, we have 
[n]! ~(h.)= ~ ( -1) ' - l ( ' )B . , ( . ) [n] !  ~(e.) 
p/n  
'(") ( 1 - x) a' q(a;) 
= ~ (--1)'-z(Z)Bz,(n)[n]' ~=1 
a ~-- " i= [a i ] !  
E I = ~ ~ n qXi(Z)(x_l)n z(~), (18) ,a~-n TE.~p,(n) i l l , a2 ,  . . . , a l  
n t l where if a = (al, .-., a~) then [a~,a2, ...,at] = [n]./FI i~ 1 [ai] l .  
We now give an interpretation of expression (18); we will show that 
the right-hand side of (18) equals Zo~,~h sgn(o)w(o). The objects, o, in 
the sum are single row tabloids filled with a-bricks. For any given o, let 
B1 ..... B 1 denote the bricks which occur in o in order from left to right. Let 
b~= ]B~] for i=  1 .... , l so that bl, ..., b~ is a rearrangement of al  .... ,a~. We 
associate l's, 2's, etc., with the bricks from left to right as pictured in 
Fig. 11. 
For each rearrangement r ~ ¢t( 1 b~, 262 ..... l bt), we create a permutation of 
n, a(r), by numbering from right to left first the l's, then the 2's, and so on. 
We then take the inverse of the permutation, ~-l(r): 
r=13213312133 
a(r) =4116310925187 
1( r )=9741 83 1110652. 
[FTTT-q F-l-1 I I I I I Jl 
1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 
FIGURE 11 
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FIGURE 12 
By the way we have constructed the permutation o- l(r), we have 
sequences of decreasing integers which fit into the/~-bricks, as shown in 
Fig. 12. 
By Theorem 2.1, 
n ] = 2 qinV(r) 
/ /1, / -22,  "", ~ l  r a~'(lbl, 262 ..... lbl) 
and by the way we constructed o'(r) it is easy to see that 
inv(a-l(r) ) = inv(a(r) =inv(r) + (~ ) + (~)  + ... +(b2t ). 
Let vj denote the integer in cell ce. With one exception, the objects in (gqh" 
are the same as the objects in Oh,. The difference is that each cell of o e (gqh" 
has an additional weight of qP~ when pe denotes the number of integers 
which appear to the right of the cell which are smaller than vj (the q weight 
counts inversions of the integer filling). Hence, we can interpret he right- 
hand side of (18) as ~o~Oqh, sgn(o)Wq(O). 
The involution we use on the objects in Cqh, is the same as that used in 
our interpretation of n! ~(h,). Note that we do not rearrange the fillings of 
the/~-bricks, and so consequently the q weight is not changed. Thus, the 
fixed points will count the permutations of S, with respect o the statistic 
xd(~)q inv(a)" I 
A q-Analogue of n! ~(hz) 
We prove the following. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let n ~ P, let 2 be a partition of n, and let 4: A(x) 
(Q[q])[x] be the ring homomorphism defined by (16). Then, 
[n]!~(h~)= y" xaX(~)q inv(~). (19) 
a~Sn 
Proof We express h~ in terms of e~, again using Eq. (11). Multiplying 
by [n]! and applying # to both sides, we have 
[n]! ~(hx)= ~ ~ n qX, (2)(x_ l)n-,(~). (20) 
~ F-n T~,~ /~1 ,/12' "'''/~l 
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Once again, we can express the right-hand side of (20) as a sum of 
weighted signed combinatorial objects. We see that the objects will be 
/~-brick tabloids of shape 2. For any given o, let BI, ..., B~ denote the bricks 
which occur in o in order from left to right across each row, and from top 
to bottom in the diagram. Let b~= IB~I for i= 1, ..., l so that bl, ..., b~ is 
rearrangement of ¢t~, ..., #l. We associate l's, 2's, etc., with the bricks as 
pictured in Fig. 13. 
We then consider rearrangements of these integers. (Our procedure is 
nearly identical to that used in our interpretation of [hi! ((h,).) For a 
rearrangement, r, we create a permutation of n, ~r(r), by numbering from 
right to left first the l's, than the 2's, etc. Then, we take the inverse of the 
permutation, u-~(r). As before, this method of constructing the permuta- 
tion u-~(r) produces sequences of decreasing integers which fit into the 
/~-bricks of a tableau. 
By Theorem 2.1 and by the way we constructed u(r), we again see that 
inv(u-~(r))=inv(u(r))=inv(r)+(b2 )+(b ; )+ ... +(~).  
Hence, we can interpret he right-hand side of (18) as ~o~ ~qh~ sgn(o)w(o). 
Let vj denote the integer in cell ci. With one exception, the objects in (gqh ~ 
are the same as the objects in (gh~. The difference is that each cell of o ~ 0qh;. 
has an additional weight of qpi where Pi denotes the number of integers 
which appear below or to the right of the cell which are smaller than vj. 
The involution we use on the objects in ~ah;. is the same as that used 
in our interpretation of n! ~(h;.). We do not rearrange the fillings of the 
/~-bricks, and so consequently the number of q's in a tableau does not 
change. The fixed points are tableaux such that the entries within bricks are 
decreasing and the entries between bricks in the same row are increasing. 
Ignoring the q weight of the cells for the moment, we see that if the cell c 
is the last in each brick, then sgn(c) w(c) = + 1; otherwise, if c is not the 
last in a brick, then sgn(c) w(c) --- +x. As previously, we count descents 
only as they occur within rows. The sign of each object is + 1. We clearly 
enumerate over Sn, where each permutation corresponds to an appropriate 
/~-brick filling. Thus, the fixed points will count the permutations of Sn with 
respect o the statistic xa~(~q i~(°~. | 
582a/72/1-2 
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4. THE POWER SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS UNDER 
As discussed in the Introduction, when the homomorphism is applied to 
a power symmetric function the result involves the polynomial which 
is obtained by enumerating a conjugacy class of S, with respect to 
excedances. Here, we will look at the power symmetric functions under 
in much the same way as we did the homogeneous symmetric functions. 
We give a direct combinatorial proof of an expression for (n-1)!  ~(p~) 
which is equivalent to the expression that Brenti derives for (n -  1)! ~(p,), 
and we give a combinatorial proof of the expression that Brenti gives for 
((n-1)!/z~)~(p~). We express q-analogues of both (n - l ) !  ~(p,) and 
( (n -  1)!/zz)~(px) in two different ways. 
A Combinatorial Interpretation of (n - 1 )! ~(p,) 
First, we give a direct combinatorial proof of an expression for 
(n-1)!  ~(pn), and then we discuss the expression that Brenti derives. 
By a simple proposition it will be clear that both expressions are 
equivalent. 
We introduce some notation which will simplify our explanations. Let T 
be a weighted #-brick tabloid of shape 2 with bricks of lengths P~(1), 
/~y(2), ...,/~y(t(~)) appearing at the end of the rows. If/~ = (Pl, P2, ...,/~i), then 
we may express the multinomial coefficient as 
n ~ n(n-1)(n-2)...(n-(l(2)+l)){n-l(2)~ (21) 
/ J l ,~/2, . . . ,~ l l /  = pT(1)~lT(2) . . .~ lT( l (A)  ) \ fi(T) J' 
where fi(T) denotes/-,/1, ]/2 ..... /Al(2) with PT(J) - 1 replacing fiT(J), for 1 ~<j ~< 
/(2). Now we are ready to prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ~: A( x )-~ Q[ x ] be the ring homomorphism defined by 
(1). Then 
(n- 1)! g(p.)-- ~ X e(~7), (22) 
a~Sn((n))  
Proof We begin our proof by expressing Pn in terms of e~, as given by 
expression (4): 
P~= ~ (-1)"-t(~)w(Be, x)e~. 
,u [-n 
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We consider a special case of (4) where 2 = (n), apply ~ to both sides, and 
multiply by n!. We have 
rt[ ~(p,,)=n! ~ (--1) ~' l(,.)w(X,(m ) ~(e.) 
,u I--n 
=n! Z (--1) "-z(*') Z w(T)[I (l-x)"' 
,> ,  r~,  (,~ i " /ai! 
= y y w(r)( n ) (x - l :  '~.~. 
I ~ [-n Te~:~,(n) ~Ul, ]'12"" "/Jl(,u) 
By (21) we may express (23) as 
(23) 
n!~(p~)= Y' ~' w(T)n(n-1)(x-1) ~-l(~), 
. ~-n r~,~ & ~(r )  
where Iz: is the length of the brick at the end of the row of T. By the 
definition of weighted brick tabloids, the weight of the tabloid is p j; hence 
after dividing by n we are left with the following: 
\((nil(T)- 1 ) (x -  1) n - l(~) . (24) (n -- 11! ~(p,,) = y' ~, 
,u ~-n T~t f l , (n  I 
The right-hand side of (24) is equivalent to a sum of signed weighted 
combinatorial objects. We let @, denote the set of these objects. The 
elements of (op, are labeled filled #-brick tabloids as described in the 
construction of (_oh, with two slight modifications. The last cell in the row 
contains the integer n, and the remaining cells are filled with integers from 
the set { 1, 2, ..., n - 1 } such that each brick contains an increasing sequence 
and such that each integer in the set appears exactly once in a tableau. The 
signs and weights of the objects are defined as for the objects in (9h, ,. We 
must verify that 
2 2 ( (n -1 )~(x -1)  ~-'(:°= 2 sgn(o) w(o). 
By the second sum, the objects are clearly ¢z-brick tabloids of shape (n). 
The multinomial coefficients fills n -  1 cells with integers. We make the 
convention that the last cell of the last brick is left empty, and otherwise 
we fill each #-brick with increasing sequences of integers from the set 
{ 1, 2, ..., n -  1 }. We fill the last cell in the row with the value n. Further- 
more, the term (x -1 )  ~-l(") provides the appropriate labels, giving rise to 
the same signs and weights for the cells. 
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The involution we use is similar to that used in the proof of the 
expression for n! ~(hn), the difference being that now we have increasing 
sequences of integers rather than decreasing sequences. We check from the 
left of a tableau until we find the leftmost occurrence of one of the two 
conditions described below and we perform the corresponding operation. 
1. If there is an increase between the last element of one brick and 
the first element in the next brick, we join the two bricks together and 
change the + 1 which was the sign of the cell at the end of the brick to 
a -1 .  
2. If we see a -1  as a sign on a cell, we cut the brick after that cell 
into two bricks and change the sign of the cell from -1  to + 1. 
The fixed points of the involution will be those or-brick tableaux of shape 
(n) such that 
1. if e is the cell at the end of a brick, then sgn(c) w(c) = + 1, and 
otherwise sgn(c)w(c)= +x; 
2. the sign is +1; and 
3. the fillings are such that the elements increase within bricks and 
decrease between bricks. 
The following is an example of a fixed point. 
1214181,01 151617191.1 
x x x 1 x 1 x x x x l 
We think of the row as being a cycle of length n. Clearly, we enumerate 
the permutations of Sn(n) with respect o excedances. Note that because 
the largest value appears at the end of the cycle, it does not contribute 
to the excedance count; hence the weight of + 1 on this last cell is 
appropriate. | 
We note that the path Brenti [3] took to prove Theorem 4.1 is 
completely different than ours. Namely, he defined a second ring 
homomorphism by defining 
~(p.) =An-'(x) (25) 
(n - - l ) ! "  
Then, using a symmetric function identity, he shows that ~(h,)= ~(h,) and 
hence 
(n-1)!~(p,,)=A,~ l (x )= ~. x d(°')+l. (26) 
o'e Sn-1 
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He provides a bijections which proves 
x ~l°) = A,_  l(x). 
~s((n)) 
A Combinatorial Interpretation of ~ ~(p;.) 
In [3], Brenti generalizes (27) by giving a bijective proof of 
n! 151 A~_ ~(x) 
2 xe(° - )=- -  I I .  ~ / - - i~T  " (28)  
c~ e Sn(2) Z)~ i=1 
Therefore, because A.(x) is a symmetric and unimodal polynomial, it 
follows that enumerating a conjugacy class of S. with respect to excedances 
produces a polynomial which is also unimodal and symmetric. Using (25), 
(28), and the fact that ~(Px):I-Ili(2=)l ~(p.a.i), Brenti proves the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 3: A(x) ~ Q[x] be the ring homomorphism defined by 
(1) and let 2 be a partition of n. Then 
n? 
ZA o- ~ Sn(R) 
Proof We give a direct combinatorial proof, 
expression (4), 
again beginning with 
p ;= ~ (--1)" t(~)w(B~,~)e~. 
pl--n 
n? We apply the homomorphism and multiply by 7~. 
n! n? l(~) ( l -x )  ~ 1 
-- ~(P;.) =- -  Y', ( -1) ' - ' ( " )  w(B~,~)17[ 
Z). ZA#~n i=1 [li! 
Z2 lu ~n Te..~#, ;. /11, #2,  "", I'll 
Using expression (21) to expand the multinomial coefficient and then 
canceling the weights of the/~-bricks at the end of the rows, we have 
n? ~ 1 n(n- -1) (n- -2) . . . (n - - ( l (2)+l ) )  Z Z w(T) 
\ j 
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=1 ~ ~ n(n-1)(n--2)...(n-(l(2)+l)) 
ZR la Dn  T~.~p, 2
x (n- l (2) '~ (x -1 )  "-l(a). 
\ ~7(r) / (29) 
Expression (29) corresponds to a sum of weighted combinatorial objects; 
i.e., 
__ (n  - l (&)~ (x  - -  1) "-z¢a~ 1 ~ ~ n(n -1) (n -2 ) . . . (n - ( l (2 )+ l ) )=\  ft(T) ] 
Z.~ la ]-- n T a ,~l,u, 2 
= ~,, sgn(o) w(o). (30) 
OEOp2 
We first describe the objects in Cp~, and then we explain why (30) holds. 
An object, o, is a #-brick tabloid of shape 2. The bricks are filled with 
integers from the set { 1, 2, ..., n} such that the largest integer in each row 
appears in the last cell of the row. The objects are signed and weighted in 
the same way as the objects in (9p. 
Considering the second sum on the right-hand side of expression (29), 
the objects are clearly /t-brick tabloids of shape 2. The term 
n(n -1) (n -2 )  . . . (n - ( l (2 )+ 1)) corresponds to putting an integer in the 
last cell in the last brick of each row; let these integers be denoted al, a2, ..., 
a+(z). The multinomial coefficient ( '~ ' ) )  fills all of the remaining cells with 
increasing sequences of integers from { 1, 2, ..., n} - {aa, a2, ..,, az(z)}. For 
each row, ri, 1 ~< i ~< I(2), we find the largest element, 1~, and move it to the 
end of the row, moving a i into the brick where li was. We rearrange the 
sequence in this brick such that it is increasing and we mark the cell 
occupied by ag with a *. Each row gives rise to a number of combinations 
equal to its length (Fig. 14 gives a simple example). We want to ignore the 
marked cells and only consider the tableaux where the largest element is at 
the end of each row; hence we must divide by 1~12 ~2..- n ~". Furthermore, 
we ignore the order on the rows by dividing by ~1!0~2!'" ~,!. Hence, we 
divide by z~. 
The (x -  1 )'-z~) term attributes the appropriate weights and signs to the 
cells; n-  l(/t) of the cells are weighted and signed such that if c is such a 
cell then sgn(c )w(c )=-1  or sgn(c)w(c)= +x. By convention, the l(/t) 
cells occurring last in each of the l(/t) bricks are weighted with a + 1 and 
have sign + 1. Hence, we have verified that (30) holds. 
We perform the same weight-preserving sign-reversing involution as 
described when working with ~(p,). We either break a brick apart after a 
cell with a sign of - 1 (and change the - 1 to a + 1), or we join two bricks 
together if the integer in the last cell of a brick is less than the integer in 
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,/r 
NTF1Fr-q - -~  VIN~ VF1 
q¢ 
FrzV1N-~ - - -~ FrrFl I -~  
FT-rN N-z1 - -~  FT~-q N-q 
FTrFq N-T1 - - -~ FTq-zl NN 
ax 
FTgzl 7Tz] - - -~ l-q-~ I-tiN 
FIGURE 14 
length of row = 5 
the first cell of the following brick (and change the + 1 sign on the cell to 
a -1 ) .  Clearly, our fixed points will be those tableaux which 
1. have fillings such that the elements increase within bricks and 
decrease between bricks, 
2. have sign +1, 
3. have sgn(c) w(c) = +1 if c is the last cell in a brick and have 
sgn(c) w(c)= +x otherwise, and 
4. have the largest element in each row occurring in the last cell of 
the row. 
We consider each row of such a tableau as a cycle of a permutation of 
Sn(2). By weighting increases with an x, we have enumerated Sn(2) with 
respect o excedances. The largest element in each row is always the last; 
in each cycle the largest element has a weight of + 1, as it should since it 
never contributes to the excedance count. | 
Note that Theorem 4.2 gives an equivalent interpretation for (n - 1 )! ~(Pn) 
since 
n~ 
(n - 1 )! ~(Pn) = - -  ~(P,). 
Zn 
A q-Analogue of n! ~(Pn) 
We give two expressions for [n]! ((Pn). The first expression, given in 
Theorem 4.3, is in a form which suggests the underlying combinatorics. 
After simplifying, this result will be recognizable as a well-known identity 
from the theory of symmetric functions. 
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Let n~P and let ( :A(x)--->(Q[q])[x] be the ring THEOREM 4.3. 
homomorphism defined by (16). Then, 
[n], ((pn) = ~ q(~)Ik ] A~_k(q ,x )k (x -1 )  k-l, (31) 
k=l  
where 71~ -k(q, X) = [ n -- k ]! ~(h,_k) = Y~o ~s. xa(~)q inv(~). 
Proof Multiplying by [hi! and applying ( to  both sides of a special 
case of (4) where 2 = (n), we have 
In]! ((p.)= Z w(B12,<.>)[n]! ((e12) 
/2F-n 
l(12) ( 1 -- X)/2' q(~') 
= ~, (--1)"-z(/2)w(B12 (,))[n]! ~, 
12 ~-~ ' i= [/2,]! 
= ~, ~ w(T)[ n lqy/(~i)(x_l),_,(12). (32) 
/2 ~.rt T~p,  (n) /21,  /22 ,  "", /2l  
We interpret he objects on the right-hand side of (32) as a sum of 
weighted signed combinatorial objects. The objects are nearly identical to 
those in (gh. Essentially, the only difference is that in addition to the usual 
cell weights these objects are weighted by the length of the last brick in the 
row. Thus, we have single row tableaux of length n filled with/2-bricks 
which have decreasing sequences of integers in them. The weights and signs 
are as defined for the objects in (gh., and the last brick in the row is 
weighted by its length. Let the set of these objects be denoted (;qp., then 
clearly 
E I TM ~, ~, w(T) n q~:i(2)(x--1) n-'(12)= 2 sgn(o) w(o). 
12 I--n T~I~ , (n) /21,  /22,  "'" O~Oqp n
We break each tableau just before the last brick, and we then perform 
the same involution as in the interpretation of n! ~(hn) on the "shorter" 
tableau. Let the length of the last brick be k. 
[ n -- k ] ! ~(h. _k) k cells 
Then the fixed points under this sign-reversing weight-preserving 
involution will simply be tableaux such that 
1. the first l(/2)- 1 bricks constitute [n -k ] !  ~(hn_k); 
2. the last brick is of some length k, is filled with a decreasing 
sequence of integers, and has weight k; and 
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3. for each cell in the last brick, ci, 1 ~< i<<.k, sgn(ci) w(c~) will either 
be -1  or +x, unless c~ is the last cell in the brick, in which case 
sgn(G) w(c~)= + 1. Furthermore, if v~ is the integer in cell ci, then the c~ 
has an additional weight of qP' where Pi denotes the number of cells to the 
right of c~ which are smaller than v~. 
Let a denote the permutation of n obtained by reading the integers 
across the row from left to right. Characteristics (2) and (3) above show that 
k 
the weight and the sign of the last brick is given by q( 2)k(x  - 1)k-1. The 
inversions to the elements of the first bricks caused by the elements of the 
last brick are counted by [2]. The remaining inversions, those occurring 
between the elements of all but the last bricks, are accounted for in 
In -k | !  ~(hn_k). Noting that the length of the last brick is between 1 and 
n, we have verified (31). ] 
If we simplify expression (31), then we have the following corollary 
which is familar from the theory of symmetric functions (see [8]). 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let n ~ ~. Then 
Proof 
Hence, 
Pn-- ~ ( - -1)k - l  khn-kek " 
k=l  
By (31) we have 
k=l  
k=l  
=  (e t(-lt 
k=l  
( (P , )= ~ ( - -1 )k - lk ( (h . -k )~(ek)  • | 
k=l  
We also have the following corollary which gives a recursion for the 
Eulerian polynomials. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let n ~ P. Then 
where Ao(x) = x. 
An,x   k x ,x 1,k 1 
k=l  
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Proof We begin with the identity from Corollary 4.1, 
Hence, 
Recalling that 
Pn = ~ (--1)k-l kh,-kek . 
k=l  
~(Pn) --"= ~,, ( - -  1) k -1  k~(hn-k) ~(ek). 
k=l  
An_l(X) ~(p. )  = _ _  
(n - 1)!' 
we have 
Hence, 
Z A,_~(x) (x -  1) k -1  
A._ l (X )  = )_2 (n - 1)! k 
k = 1 (n - k)! x k! 
k=l k - -1  x 
A , - I (X)  
~=2 1/  x 
- -  (X - -  1) k -1 .  
k=2 
Now we introduce some definitions which are used in our second expres- 
sion of In]!  ((p,). Recall that the expressions for n! ~(Pn) and (n!/zz) #;(p~) 
were given in terms of excedances. Therefore, we introduce the following 
permutation statistics which are very similar to the excedance count and 
the inversion number. 
Let 2 = (21, 22, ..., •l) be a partition of n and let a = ala2...a, be a per- 
mutation of n written in one line notation. We break up a into parts of size 
21 .... 2i, and we consider the pieces to be cycles. We count the excedances 
occurring in the cycles of the permutation; however, we do not count 
excedances occurring between the last and first element in a cycle. We 
denote this number by gx(a). That is, if (o-i, a i+l ,  ..., o-j) is one of these 
cycles, then we count each excedance of the form ar < at+ 1 if i ~< r < r + 1 
~<j. However, if ~rj < ai, then even though this is an excedance it is not 
counted in (~(a). For example, if a= 35824617 and 2 = (1, 3, 4), then we 
break o- into cycles (3)(582)(4617). In this case, ~(o-)=3.  (Note that 
e((3)(582)(4617)) = 4.) 
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Let 0-=0-10-2"''0-n be a permutation of n. We define inv(0-) as 
inv(0-) = ~ X(0-z < o-j). (33) 
i< j  
Note that this statistic counts the number of larger elements that occur 
after an element of a permutation, whereas the usual inversion statistic 
counts the number of smaller elements that occur after an element. 
For 2 a partition of n and for 0- a permutation of n, we have defined 
d2(0-) and ~)`(0-) so that our q-analogues resemble the previous expressions. 
(We express the h2's using descents and the p2's using excedances). 
However, note the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let  n ~ P and let 2 be a partition o f  n. Then 
xaX(~= ~ x e~.(~. (34) 
~s~ ~eS.  
Proof  Let 2 = (21, 2a, ..., 2l). For any 0- e S~, we show that a bijection 
0- ~-+ ~ exists where ~ e S~ and such that gx(0-) = d2(~) and e2(#) = d2(0-). 
Consider a permutation of S~, 0- = 0-10-e-.. cry. We break 0- into parts of 
lengths 21, ..., 2z: 
0-2  = (0 -1" ' '0 - ) -1 ) (0 -41  +1 ' 0 - ) `1+42) ' ' "  (0 -n - -2 l " " "  O-n) ,  
and then we let 
6)`=(0-21...0-1)(0-21+2~ • 0 -21÷l )  (o-n" 0-.-2,). 
We join these parts together, and we have another permutation ~Y)`  e Sn, 
where 
(T,t ~-- 0-Xi  " " " O'10-) -1 +22 " ' ' 0"21 + 10-n  " " " 0-n--)~l" 
The correspondence 0- ~ ff is clearly a bijection. Furthermore, we have 
that 
e2(0-) = d2(6) and Y)`(6) = d2(0-). | 
We also use the following. 
q,-~V(r) = [ n I ' (35) 
al , a2, ..., a l r 6 ,~( la l ,  2a2 . . . . .  l al) 
We note that (35) easily follows from Theorem 2.1 by using the fact 
that the correspondence r = rl ..- rn ~ r* = rn-.. rl is a bijection from 
~(1 al, 2 a2, ..., I al) onto itself such that inv(r)= inv(r*). 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let n~P and let ( :A(x)~(Q[q]) [x]  be the ring 
homomorphism deft'ned by (16). Then, 
In]! ((p,) ----- ~, X e(')(` ~)+ 1-f(~)qi'v(~)(xf(~) -- (x-- 1)/(~)), 
o-~Sn 
(36) 
where f((r) is the length of the largest strictly increasing cofinal sequence 
ofa. 
Proof We begin with Eq. (32) from the proof of Theorem 4.3, and we 
give an alternate combinatorial interpretation. 
[n ] ! ( (p , )= ~ ~ w(T) n q2i(2)(x-1)"- '(~). (37) 
tt [--n T~.~I~,n /21, [£2, "", ['1l 
Again we want to express the right-hand side of (37) in the form 
~o~(;qp,, sgn(o)Wq(O) for an appropriate set of combinatorial objects Cqp,. 
We now work with expression (37) to give an combinatorial description of 
the objects. By the second sum, the objects are clearly single-row/t-brick 
tabloids. For any given object, o, let B 1 .... , B 1 denote the bricks which 
occur in o in order from left to right. Let bi = ]Bi[ for i=  1, ..., I so that 
bl .... , bl is a rearrangement of/~l, ..., Pl. We associate l's, 2's, etc., with the 
bricks from left to right as in the proof of the expression for [n]! ((h,). We 
then consider rearrangements of these integers. (Our procedure is very 
similar to that used for the q-analogue of [n]! ((h,). But, where as before 
we created decreasing sequences of integers, now we create increasing 
sequences.) For a rearrangement, r, we create a permutation of n, a(r), by 
numbering from left to right first the l's, then the 2's, etc. Then, we take 
the inverse of the permutation, o--l(r). For example, py(1)=4, #y(2)=2, 
/~y(3) = l, and /~y(4)= 3. Then one possible rearrangement and the corre- 
sponding permutation is
r=41414213412 
o-(r) = 8 1 92 105 3 7 11 46 
a- l ( r )  =24 7 106 11 8 1359.  
We can see that this method of constructing the permutation a-l(r) 
produces equences of increasing integers which fit into the/z-bricks of the 
tableau. By (35) and by the way we constructed a(r), we have 
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The objects in (~qp, are the same as the objects in (gqh" except hat: 
1. integers increase in each brick; 
2. if vi denotes the integer in cell ci, then the cells have an additional 
weight of qti where ti denotes the number of integers to the right of ci which 
are larger than vi (as opposed to smaller than v~); 
3. the last brick in the row is weighted by its length. 
On tableaux filled with the permutations (cr-l(r))'s, we perform the same 
involution that was used in the interpretation ofn! ~(Pn), except hat we do 
nothing in the case that the last brick is involved. In this way, the involu- 
tion is weight preserving and sign reversing. (The involution would not be 
weight preserving otherwise since the last brick has additional weight.) 
Because the q weight of the cells is not changed by the involution and 
because we clearly count q,nV(o(r~), we ignore these weights for the next 
portion of our discussion. The fixed points are tableaux such that the 
following holds for all except he last brick in the row: 
1. The entries within bricks are increasing and the entries between 
bricks are decreasing. 
2. If c is the last cell in each brick, then sgn(c)w(c)= + 1, and 
otherwise sgn(c) w(c)= +x. 
Now we consider the last brick in the row. Let c be a bell of the last brick; 
then sgn(c) w(c) = -1  or sgn(c) w(c) = +x, except for the case that c is the 
last cell of the last brick in which case sgn(c) w(e) = + 1. Figure 15 gives an 
example of a fixed object under this partial involution. 
We clearly enumerate over Sn, where each permutation corresponds to 
an appropriate g-brick filling. We do not rearrange the entries in the row, 
hence as mentioned previously inv(o-(r)) is unchanged and the q weight is 
preserved. 
Now we must address the question of what we are counting by x. We 
denote the length of the last strictly increasing sequence of a by f(o).  Note 
that f (~) may correspond to only the last brick in the row, or it may 
correspond to the last two bricks in the row, as in the example above. We 
may enumerate with respect o ~(a) for a e S~, but to compensate we must 
adjust the weight of the last f (a)  cells in the tableau corresponding to ~. 
More precisely, since this last sequence is increasing, we have countedf(o-) 
excedances. Therefore, we must divide the weight of each cell (except for 
1214151131 i-Y-] 171819110111112 I 
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the last cell in the last brick) by x. In Figure 16, the adjusted cell weights 
are shown. Note that the last brick may have length between 1 and f(a), 
and recall that the last cell of each brick is weighted by + 1. 
In addition to the adjusted cell weights, we account for the weight 
of the last brick by multiplying by j, its length; we then have the following 
expression: 
2 Xg(')(a)q inv(~) (X 1 f(.Z-1 =a~A' n -- (~ j----~l ; I -- lY l j) 
- -  d ( f (~) -  1 ~cr~Sn xe(n)(Cr)qinV(G)IXdx\" j~O I l --llJl 
= S xe("(n)q iY4(~)(xd((1-1/x)f(~)-l) 
+f(q) (1  1 ) f (~) l )  
-- dQx( i _ ( l _ l ) f (~) ) )  =a~SXe('l(~)qinV(~)(X-~XX 
= Y~ x ~("~(~)+~ *(~)qmV(~)(XZ(~)--(X-- IU% I 
o-ES n
A q-Analogue of #(Px) 
We give a q-analogue for In]! ~(p)~) which follows from Theorem 4.4. 
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Tm~OREM 4.5. Let n~P and let ~:A(x)---,(Q[q])[x] be the ring 
homomorphism defined by (16). Then, 
l(,~) 
In]! ~(p;~) = ~ xeX~)+z(xl-2'~=l,~(~)q v(°) l-[ ( x~(~-  (x -  1)~(~)), (38) 
o-ESn i~ l  
where f~(a) is the length of the last strictly increasing cofinal sequence in the 
ith part of ~ (a is divided into parts of size )~1, 22 ..... 2l(~)). 
Proof The proof here is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.4, 
therefore we only give a sketch. We begin with Eq. (4), and after applying 
( to  both sides and multiplying by In]! we obtain 
[n] !~(pz)= ~ ~ w(T) I n ] q2i(~i)(x_l),_z(~" 
/~ [- n T~N~, ;. //1, / J2,  "", ~ l  
The right-hand side of this expression is equivalent to a sum of weighted 
signed combinatorial objects. Let the set of these objects be denoted by 
(gqp~. The elements of (9qp~ differ from the objects in (gqp, in that the tabloids 
are of shape 2. Consequently, the last brick in each row of a tabloid is 
weighted by its length. Furthermore, the q weight of cell c~ is qt~ where t~ 
now denotes the number of integers below or to the right of c~ which are 
greater than v~ (v~ is the filling of c~). By arguments similar to those made 
previously, it is clearly the case that 
~, ~ w(T) I n l qZi(~i)(x--1) " - l (~= ~, sgn(o) w(o). 
~-n re~,~ lzl ,/12, "'" O~qp~ 
We perform the same involution as used in the proof of the expression 
for (n!/z~) ~(p~) as long as the last brick in each row is not involved. The 
fixed points are those p-brick tableaux which have increasing sequences of 
integers within each brick. Furthermore, the elements decrease between all 
bricks, except perhaps between the second to the last and the last brick in 
each row. We read across rows from top to bottom to get a permutation 
of S,. As previously, inv(o-) is counted by q. Disregarding the q weights, we 
now consider what is counted by x. The weights and signs of the cells and 
bricks in the fixed points are as follows: 
1. The last brick in each row is weighted by its length. 
2. If c is a cell of the last brick in a row, then sgn(c) w(c) = - 1 or 
sgn(c) w(c) = +x, unless c is the last cell of the last brick, in which case 
sgn(c) w(c) = + 1. 
3. If c is not a cell of the last brick in a row, then sgn(c) w(c) = +x, 
unless c is the last cell of a brick, in which case sgn(c) w(c) = + 1. 
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Recall that a is divided into parts of size 21, 22 ..... 2/()d and the length 
of the last strictly increasing sequence in the ith part of a is denoted by 
f~(a). This last increasing cofinal sequence in part i of the permutation 
corresponds to the filling of either the last brick or the last two bricks of 
row i in a tableau. We assign the weight of x ~;.(~ to the tableau associated 
with some o e S.; however, to compensate we must adjust the weights of 
the last f~(o-) cells in each row, i.e., we divide the cell weights of the last 
brick by x (except for the last cell of the last brick). Analogous to the proof 
of Theorem 4.4 this gives 
__ l(;~) ( l~(~) - t  l j  
[ ' ] !  ~(P2) = ~eS.Z xe-~(a)qinV(a)l~i=l kX jZ.= 1 -  
+ f iOT~) (1--1) fi(a) - l ). (39) 
Then the same calculation that we used in Theorem 4.4 will show that the 
right-hand side of (39) equals the right-hand side of (38). | 
5. AN EXTENSION OF THE LEADING COEFFICIENT OF ~($2) 
As mentioned previously, Brenti does not give an explicit expression for 
~(sx) except for when 2 is a hook. However, he does give an expression for 
the leading coefficient of the polynomial. Here, we give a combinatorial 
proof of a corollary which follows from this expression. Using our proof we 
then extend Brenti's result and give an expression for the coefficients of 
(1-x)'-t('~)/n! in ~(s~). 
In our discussion, it will be convenient to refer to various parts of the 
partition 2, so we introduce some notation similar to that used by Brenti. 
Given a partition 2 = (21, 22 .... ,2~), recall that D(2) is the length of the 
side of the Durfee square. We also define the partitions: 
• ~(2)= (~1 ..... ~D(~)) where 0q= 21_d(~)+i--D(2 ), for i=  1, ..., D(2). 
• fl(2)= (ill ..... flD(~)) where fli = 2}_a(a)+i-O(2), for i = 1, ..., D(2). 
= 
~ (~) 
"-f--r--~ 
I I I 
~(z) 
Fm. 17. Shape 2and skew shape (2). 
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FIG. 18. ad(2). 
• ~(2)  = (0~D(Z) - -  0~D(),)_ 1, O~D(Z)  - -  0~D(Z)_2,  ..., 0~D(Z) - -  0~ 1 ). 
• ?()o) = (CtD(Z) + D(2)) D(z) + fl()@ 
In particular, we will consider the skew shape (Z) = fi(2)/~(2). The Ferrets' 
diagram associated with these partitions are illustrated in Fig. 17. The dotted 
portion of the diagram on the left corresponds to the partion fi(2). 
In a diagram of shape 2', a diagonal can be drawn from the lower right 
corner of the rightmost and lowest cell of ~(2) to the left border of the 
diagram. Let ad(2) denote the cells which lie strictly above this diagonal. 
This definition is best understood by example; the shaded cells of Fig. 18 
correspond to ad(2).We then prove the following theorem concerning the 
leading coefficient. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let neP  and let 2 be a partition of  n. Then the 
polynomial ~(sz) has leading coefficient 
f~(z) 
( -- 1 ) tp(~.)L ~' 
IZl! 
We shall give a combinatorial proof of Theorem 5.1. Our starting point 
is to apply ~ to both sides of (8) to obtain 
1 ~ ( n ) (K -1 )~,~, (1 -x )  n-l(~). (40) ~(s J=~ . /q,/~2 ..... /~g 
It will be useful to prove the following lemma which relates K -~ ~,z' to 
--1 K~, ~(z). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let n e ~ and let 2 and p be partitions of  n. Then 
K-1 ~ t~(~)l k~--1 (41) 
where I~ is such that l(12 ) = D( 2 ). 
582a/72/1-3 
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F~, = f~~ F'(;O = 
FIGURE 19 
Proof The diagram of shape e(2) can be obtained from the diagram 
of shape 2' by removing the part 0~(2) and reattaching it as illustrated in 
Fig. 19. 
We give a bijection between special rim hook tabloids of shape 2' and 
special rim hook tabloids of shape e(2). Suppose we have a special rim 
hook tabloid of shape 2' which has exactly D(2) special rim hooks. We 
label the hooks and the rows of the Durfee square from bottom to top and 
we break each special rim hook at the first place that it reaches its respec- 
tive row of the Durfee square. We then extend the upper length of each 
hook horizontally to the left (see Fig. 20). 
Let D(2)=d, then the dth hook must drop down ~d cells, the (d -1 )s t  
hook must drop down ~d- 1 cells .... , and the 1 st hook must drop down al 
cells. Thus, the number of cells which are extended to the left in each row 
is the number necessary to create the shape e(2). Since the change in sign 
is a result of the difference in the number of vertical drops, we have that 
the change in sign of the resulting tabloid is 
( - 1 ) ~D~(21) ~i= ( - -  1 ) I~(~)1. 
Now suppose that we have a special rim hook tabloid of shape e(2). We 
take an empty tabloid of shape 2' and fill it with partial special rim hooks 
which end when they reach their respective row of the Durfee square (there 
is only one way to do this). Then we simply continue the hooks according 
to how they appear in the tabloid of shape e(2). As before, we have that 
the shapes are compatible and we can account for the change in sign. | 
L 
"1 I i 
" '1 '1' I I -  ' L  [ , 
FIGURB 20 
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We return to the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Proof The leading term of ~(sz) is clearly equal to the coefficient of 
(1 -x )  "-D(;° in (40) since any special rim hook tabloid of shape )o must 
have at least D(2) rim hooks. Then using Lemma 5.1, we see that we must 
prove that 
(_l) '~(~)t~(n)(K-1)~,~(~.)=(--1)n-D(;~)+'~('~)'f ~(:~). 
{~:I(~)=D(;~)} i l l , i f2 ,  . - . ,#l  
(42) 
Ignoring the term ( -1 )  L~(x)l, the left-hand side of expression (42) is 
equivalent o a sum of weighted combinatorial objects. The objects are 
special rim hook tabloids of shape e()~) and type/~. Each special rim hook 
is filled with integers from the set { 1 ..... n} such that the integers increase 
along each hook (we consider the beginning of a hook to be the topmost 
leftmost cell that the hook occupies). Each integer appears in the tabloid 
exactly once. The sign of each object, sgn(o), is the product of the signs of 
the individual hooks in the tabloid where the sign of a hook, sgn(hi), is 
( -1 )  ~(h~)-I (r(hi) denotes the number of rows that h~ occupies). Let (9~ 
denote the set of these objects; then clearly, 
{~:t(~)=D(~)} ktl, ¢t:, ..-, ~l (K )~,~(~) = o ~o, sgn(o). 
That the objects should be special rim hook tabloids is evident by the 
combinatorial definition of K~.~(x) as given by Theorem 2.2. The sign of the 
special rim hook tabloids as originally defined is compatible with that 
described above. Furthermore, the multinomial coefficient will act to fill 
each hook as described. 
Therefore, we shall work with Zo~ o, sgn(o), and define a sign reversing 
involution on the objects in (9 s such that the fixed points correspond to 
standard tableaux of shape e(2). The sign reversing involution on special 
rim hook tableaux was originally used by E~eciog~lu and Remmel to give 
a combinatorial proof of the generalized Jacobi-Trudi identity. We provide 
a sketch of the involution in the discussion that follows, and for details we 
refer the reader to [ 7 ]. 
H 
H r 
i 
e 
Hr+l ": ~~b-~ 
H' r 
row j-1 
-~II-- row i 
FIG. 21. Case (a): i<j. 
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FIG. 22. Case (b): i>~j. 
The involution described by to E~eciogTu and Remmel maps a special 
rim hook tabloid, T, into another special rim hook tabloid, T', as follows. 
Consider two special rim hooks H~ and H~+I which start in the rth and 
( r+ 1)st row in the first column of T. Suppose H~+I ends in rowj  and Hr 
ends in row i. Note that it must be that j ~< r + 1 and i ~< r. The claim is that 
there is only one other way to cover the cells occupied by Hr and H~ +1 by 
two other special rim hooks H'r and H'~ +1 which start in row r and r + 1 
respectively. This made clear by Fig. 21 and Fig. 22 which show the two 
cases to consider. We represent the cells of a tabloid by large dots. In Case 
a, H'~ +1 will end in row i and H'~ will end in row j -1 .  In Case b, H'~+] 
ends in row i + 1 and H'r ends in row j. 
Note that a special subcase of Case a arises when H~+I consists of a single 
cell. The switch there takes the form of gluing together H~+I and H~ to 
obtain H'~+I. We technically think of H'r as the empty special rim hook. 
This is shown in Fig. 23. 
In each case, the following property holds: 
sgn(Hr) sgn(Hr + 1) -~-  - -  sgn(H'r) sgn(H'~ + 1). (43) 
This transformation taking Hr and Hr+l to the pair H'r and H'r+l will 
be referred to as switching the rth and the r + 1 th special rim hooks in T. 
Thus switching the rth and the (r + 1)st special rim hooks in a special rim 
hook tabloid T results in a new special rim hook tabloid T' with sgn(T) = 
- sgn(T'). 
Now, we apply this involution to the problem at hand. We consider the 
leftmost opmost violation of column strictness in a tableau of shape e(2) 
(an element of (gs). A violation will occur in one of two ways. It may occur 
at a vertical portion of a single hook, say Hr. Because the special rim 
J 
H r+ l  H r+ l  • 
l - L  - L  
FIG. 23. Special case. 
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hooks of shape e(2) begin horizontally and because we choose the leftmost 
topmost violation, the hook bordering Hr below, say Hr+l ,  must end 
horizontally. Hence, the violation occurs on the eastern outer rim of the 
skew shape Hr w Hr+l .  For the involution in this case, we "switch" these 
two hooks as illustrated in Fig. 24. The shaded cells indicate the location 
of the violation. We refer to the hooks after the switch as H'~ and H' r+ a . 
We see that 
- sgn(Hr) sgn(Hr + 1) = sgn(H'r) sgn(H'r + 1). 
Note that the location of the violation is preserved, and that we have not 
changed the entries of the hooks. 
The second way a violation may occur is between entries which lie in 
different hooks, again denoted by Hr and Hr +1. In this case, the violation 
occurs on the southern outer rim of Hr w Hr+l.  In addition to switching 
the tails of the hooks, we must relabel the elements of the hooks to assure 
that the entries of the hooks remain in increasing order. 
We switch the elements diagonally, as illustrated in Fig. 25. Note that 
the location of the violation is preserved and that we have not changed the 
elements, only rearranged them. Consequently, we have a sign-reversing 
involution. 
The only tableaux which will not cancel in the involution are those 
which have no column violations. Because the entries in each hook are 
increasing, this implies that each special rim hook must lie in a single row. 
We also have row strictness and hence the fixed points of the involution 
correspond to standard tableaux of shape e(2). 
Now we must account for the difference in sign between the two sides of 
(42). We have that for f, a fixed point of shape e(2), 
sgn(f) = + 1, 
~ l i4~ 7 9' Ill [ 213 ~4t 5 165 8 I 
i5i 6 8 112 141 ~ I 1 i7~ 9 I1 12 14 
io 13 is 19 i16 17118 "i'0 13 19 [16 17118 
FIGUR~ 25 
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and so we must show that 
( - 1 )~(a)l = ( _ 1 )~ - -D(Z) + Ifl(t)[ 
This is clearly true since n =D(2)2+ I~(,~)1 + I#(~)l. I 
Note that it was necessary to use our lemma because if we try to 
perform the involution on tableaux of shape 2', we have a problem in the 
special case of a violation in the first column. The involution of E~ecioglu 
and Remmal handles this special case by joining two hooks together or 
by breaking one hook apart (this procedure is shown in Fig. 26). 
However, we must preserve the number of hooks in the tableaux: we must 
have D(2) hooks. But, for the shape ~(2), the D(2) special rim hooks 
always begin horizontally, and consequently this special case never 
arises. 
Before we can give our expression for the coefficients, we must intro- 
duce a technique which we refer to as hook shifting and we must present 
a related lemma. 
Hook shifting (see [10]) is a technique which shifts a hook from the 
inside of a tabloid onto the eastern border (or vice versa). The hook is 
shifted upward at a diagonal. Along the way, a hook which occupies the 
cells where the shifted hook moves is adjusted so that it then fills the 
cells that the shifted hook previously occupied. It is not hard to see 
that lengths of the hooks preserved and that hook shifting also preserves 
the sign of rim hook tabloids. The procedure can best be understood by 
way of the example in Fig. 27 where we show the hook being shifted 
outward. 
L ,  I - ~ I 
I I L-1 lllllM~l u l  
I L_ L~I IIIN~ILHI L 1 
t . . . .  bt__ IL-I-IN--I q--I _ ~. i- 
FIGURE 27 
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We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let n E ~, let 2 and l z be partitions of n, and let T be a 
special rim hook tabloid of shape )~ and type lz. Then for l(lz)>D(2), 
l (#) -D(2)  special rim hooks lie strictly within ad()~) in T. Furthermore, 
each of these hooks can be shifted to the border of ~(2). 
Proof Consider the tabloid in Fig. 28. As a result of how hook shifting 
works, we need only prove that l(/l) --D(2) hooks lie entirely within ad(2), 
i.e., within the shaded portion of the tableau as pictured in the figure. This 
is clearly the case after making the following observations. 
1. Exactly l(0~()~)) hooks cross the diagonal. 
2. At most D(~)-l(o:()o)) hooks start in the first column below the 
diagonal. 
This leaves 1(/2) - l(~(2)) - (D()~) - l(0~(2))) > 0 hooks which must lie 
strictly above the diagonal. I 
Next, we define a new combinatorial object. A k-order rim hook tabloid 
of shape v, H~--(hi,  h2, ..., hk), is a filling of the Fetters' diagram of shape 
v with rim hooks hi, h2, ..., hk such that 
1. hi is a rim hook of the Ferrers' diagram of shape v, and, for 
1 < i<k, hi must be a rim hook of the Ferrers' diagram of shape v -  
(hi, ..., hi_ 1) where v - (h i ,  ..., hi_l) denotes the diagram of shape v with 
the cells of hooks hi, ..., hi_l removed. 
2. hi starts above hj for i< j  in the sense that if the first square of hi 
(reading from top to bottom) is (i l , j]) and the first square of h 2 is ( iz, j2), 
then i I - J l  > i2 --J2. 
i 
IF dl 
FIGum~ 28 
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An example of a 4-border im hook tabloid of shape (12, 33, 4, 62) is given 
in Fig. 29. 
Let ]h; ], 1 ~< i ~< k, denote the length of hook h;, i.e., the number of cells 
that hi occupies. Define the sign of a hook hi as sgn(hi) = ( - 1 )r(hi)- t where 
r(hi) denotes the number of rows that hi occupies. Note that this is the 
same sign as defined previously for rim hooks. We define the sign of a 
k-border im hook tabloid Hv as sgn(HJ =YI~=I sgn(hi). Let Lq corre- 
spond to the shape v-(h1,  ..., hk). We define the shape sh(Hv)=v/va. 
Note that sh(HJ may correspond to disjoint pieces as in Fig. 29. 
In Fig. 29, the shaded cells correspond to sh(Hj and the unshaded cells 
correspond to the shape Lq. Denote by N~ the set of all k-border im hook 
tabloids of shape v. 
In the proposition to follow, the shape of the r-border im hook tabloid 
will correspond to the shape ~(2) for 2 a partition. We define 2 -  sh(H~(~)) 
to be the Ferrets' diagram of the shape which remains after the k-border 
rim hooks are removed from ~(2). For an example, see Fig. 30. The shaded 
cells correspond to sh(H~(~)). 
The previous results and definition lead to our main result which gives 
an expression for the coefficients of (1-x)'-t(")/n!. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. 
by (1). Then 
Let n e P, let 2 be a partition of n, and let ~ be defined 
1 D(.,~) + ~X().)D(Z) 
~(s~) =~. ~ Q.z(1 -x )  "-k (44) 
k = D(2) 
X=l l l l l  ;L- sh(H) = 
t t J t tZE]__  
I I I I I I I I  
FIGURE 30 
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where 
n ) 1)l~(v)l f~(v )ck,~,= ~ w(H~(~)) Ihll,...Ihrl ( -  (45) 
H~(,~) = (hl, h2 ..... hr) ~ .¢~r(,~) 
and where r = I(/,) -D(2)  and v = 2 - sh(H~(x)). 
Before we look at the proof  of the proof of the proposition, we give a 
simple example. Let 2 = (1, 2, 4, 5), then 2 '= (1, 2, 2, 3, 4) and 
1 5 x) 12-k 
~(S(1, 2, 4, 5)) = ~.~ k~2 Ck' (1, 2, 2, 3, 4)( 1 - -  
1 
- -  12! (C2, (1,2, 2, 3.4)( 1 - -X )  1° -+- C3, (1,2,2,3,4)( 1 - -x )  9 
+C4,(1,2,2,3,4)(1-x)8-l-C5,(1,2.2,3,4)(1-x)7). (46) 
We compute the Ci, (1, 2, 2, 3) as follows. 
1. C2,(1,2,2,3: By (45) we have 
C2,(1,2.2,3,4,=(--1)5f(6"7)/1=(--1)5[(12)--(12)1---429. 
We note that for any given skew shape, we can evaluate fz/v as follows. 
Suppose that 2 and/z  are partitions and that 12/#1 = n. By adding parts 
of size 0 to ~ if necessary, we may write 2=(21<~ -.- ~<2~) and ~ = 
(/~1 ~< ' "  ~</z~). This given, the Jacobi-Trudi  identity states that 
S~/~ = det []h~+i_~j_j[I. (47) 
Taking the coefficients of Xl . . .x~ on both sides of (47), we have that 
1 
f.V~ =n! det (2 ,+ i --~j+j)! 
where we interpret Ilk! = 0 if k < 0. 
2. C3, (1, 2, 2.3, 4: For this computation as well as those to follow in 
this example, we let v denote the shape (1, 2, 4, 5) - sh(H~((1, 2, 4, 5))). By 
(45) we have 
C3, (1, 2, 2, 3, 4) = Z w(n~(( 1, 2, 4, 5))) 
Hot((1, 2, 4, 5)) = (hl) ~-~'1~((1 ' 2, 4, 5)} 
(12)  l)l~(v)lf*(v). 
x Ihl[ ( -  (48) 
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L /m 
I 
1 ]:riG. 31. Elements of~.~((1,2,4,5)). 
I There are five elements of ~((1 ,  2, 4, 5)) as shown in 
by (45), 
C3, (1,2,2,3,4) = .~_ (12) (_ l )4 f ( s ,6 ) (12  ) ( _  1)2f(4,5 )
+ ( ~) (--1)l f(4,s)/(1) + (12) (--1)4 f(6, 7)/(2) 
-- (12) ( -- 1)3f(6, 7)/(3' 
= 12 • 132 -- 220 * 42 -- 495 * 42 + 12 • 297 + 66 * 165 
= - -  13992. 
3. C4,(1,2,2,3,4): By (45) we have 
C4, (1, 2, 2, 3, 4) = Z 
Hc~((1, 2, 4, 5)) = (hl, h2) E ~'~([1 ' 2, 4, 5)) 
x ( -  1)l~(v~lf ~(~). 
Fig. 31. Therefore, 
2 There are eight elements of ~c~((1, 2, 4, 5)) as shown in Fig. 32. Therefore, 
by (45), 
C4' (1 '2 '2 '3 '4 )=-~ ( --1)2f(4' 5) -- 1,3 (--l)1f(4'5~/(1) 
-I-(ll,1) (--1)3 f(s'6)/O)--(ll,22) (--l)2 f(5"6)/(21 
-- 1, 3 2, 3 (-- 1)°f(3'4) 
+(12~ (12)  1)3f(6,  7)/(3 ) 
\1 ,4 ]  ( -  1)°f(3"4) + 1,1 ( -  
=660.42+ 1980.42--  132. 132- -660 .90+ 1980.42 
--7920. 14+3960.  14-- 132. 165 
= + 39996. 
(12) 
w(H=((1,2,4,5~) Ih~l Ih=l 
(49) 
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2 FIG. 32. Elements of ~((1,2,4,5))" 
4. C5,(1,2,2,3,4) :  By (45) we have 
C5, (1, 2, 2, 3, 4) ~- 2 w(Ho,((1, 2. 4, s))) 
Hc~((1, 2, 4, 5))= (h~, hz, h3)~ ~3~{,.~, s, 
( 1 2  ) l ),~(v)l f~(v)" 
× ]hll [ha[ Ih3] ( -  
3 There are four elements of N~((1, 2, 4, s)~; as shown in Fig. 33. 
Hence, 
(50) 
= +(  12 1) ( -1 )z f (s '6 ) /2+ (1,122, 1)(--1)1f(4'4)/(1) C5' (1" 2' 2' 3' 4) ~1, 1, 
-- (1,112, 3) (-- 1)°f~3"4) + (1,12 2)  ( -  1)°f(3'4) 2, 
= 1320 * 90 - 5940 * 42 - 15840 * 14 + 23760 * 14 
= -- 19800. 
Therefore (46) becomes 
~(S(1, 2, 4, 5)) 
1 
= 12-~ ( -  19800(1 -x )  7 + 39996(1 -x )  8 - 13992(1 -x )  9 
-429(1 -x )  1°) 
1 
12! 
- - - (  --429x 1° + 18282x 9- 105237x 8+ 255024x 7 - 284130x 6 
+47124x s + 253638x 4 -  319968x 3 + 181071x 2 -- 51150x + 5775). 
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' 17_ . ]  I I 
3 FIG. 33. Elements of ,~((1 ,2 ,4 ,5) ) .  
In general, we see that ~(s~) is neither unimodal nor symmetric. Now we 
look as the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
Proof Consider the expression given by (40), 
~(s~)=~..  , / /1,/ /= .... , / / ,  
Clearly, in order that -1 (K )z, z be nonzero, it must be that 
D(2) ~< l(//) ~< D(2) + c¢(2)D(~). 
Hence, we may rewrite (40) as 
1 D(2) + ~(-~)o~zl 
¢(s~) = n-~ Y~ Ok, ~,( 1 - x) ° -  l~) 
k = n(2)  
where 
{/.t : /(u) = k} / /1 , / /2 ,  "" ,  / / k  
By Theorem 2.2, we have 
Ck,,v= ~ ~ sgn(T) ( n ) (51)  
{,u : /(/J) = k} T / /1 , /12 ,  " - ' , / / k  
where the sum is over special rim hook tabloids of shape 2' and type//. 
For the proof, we will show that (51) and (45) correspond to sums of 
combinatorial objects. Then, we will give a bijection between these objects, 
verifying expression (45). 
The right-hand side of (51) is equivalent o a sum of signed com- 
binatorial objects. These objects are special rim hook tabloids of shape 2' 
and type//  such that l(//)= k. The cells corresponding to each hook, hi, 
1 <~i<<.k, are filled with integers from the set {1 .... , n} such that each 
integer appears exactly once in a tabloid and such that the values of the 
integers increase along each hook. The sign of an object is the product of 
the signs of the individual hooks in the tabloid where the sign of each 
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hook, sgn(h~), 1 ~<i~< k, is ( -1 )  "(h~)- 1, where r(h~) denotes the number of 
rows that the hook hz occupies in the tabloid. We denote the set of these 
objects by C~. We easily see that 
E y, sgn(r) /( n ~= 2 sgn(o). 
{,u : /(#) = k} T \ ]A l ' / /2 ' " " /Ak]  O~OsA 
Clearly the objects are special rim hook tabloids of shape 2' and type/z, 
and the restriction that l (#)=k is dictated by the first sum in (51). The 
multinomial coefficient fills each hook with integers where by convention 
we choose the values to increase along each hook. Lastly, the sign of a 
tabloid, sgn(T), has been defined previously such that the definition 
matches the sign as it is defined for the objects in (9~A. 
Now we consider expression (45). Again, letting v denote the shape 
- sh(H~(x)), (40) gives 
sgn(H~(~)) (]h~ [, 
H~(~.) = (hl,  h2 ..... hr) ~-~r(2 ) 
= ~ sgn(H~(;~)) (Ihl [, 
H~(~) = (hl,  h2 ..... h,) e ~)~(~1 
{¢o : l(co) ~D(v)}  601 ,  "" ,  (DD(v) fl co, v" 
By Theorem 2.2 we have 
• .., [hrl (--1)l~(~)lf~(~) 
.... Ihr 
n ) 1),~(~),ff(~) sgn(H~(;.)) Ihll .... , Ih, I (-- 
H=(,I) ~ (hl ,  h2 ..... hr) E ~r(,~) 
= ~ sgn(H~(2)) ( n ) 
~/~(~.) = (hi,  h2 ..... h,) ~ ~rl~, i [h l  ] . . . . .  ]h ,  I 
~ sgn(T)(  Iv[ ~, (52) 
{co : l(co) ~D(v)}  T O1 ' " " '  OD(v) /  
where the third sum on the right-hand side of the equality is a sum over 
special rim hook tabloids of shape v' and type ~o. 
Expression (52) is also equivalent o a sum of signed combinatorial 
objects, that is Eq. (52)= Zo~o~B sgn(o). For 2 ~-n, the elements in (gss are 
composed of r-border rim hook tabloids of shape 0~(2), H~(~), and special 
rim hook tabloids of shape v'. The special rim hook tabloid is filled with 
exactly D(v)= D(2) hooks. The shapes are joined into a single object as 
illustrated in Fig. 34. 
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FIG. 34. An  e lement  o f  (9~a. 
Note that the resulting objects are of shape 2'. The cells of a hook are 
filled with integers from the set { 1, ..., n} such that each integer appears 
exactly once in a tabloid, and such that the integers increase along each 
hook. The sign of each object is equal to the product of the signs of the 
individual hooks where for each hook hi, l<~i<~r+D(v), sgn(hi)= 
( - -  1 )r(hi)- - I  
Now we have 
(n )  
sgn(H~(;0) [hl], ..., [hr I 
Hoc(.~) = (hi, h2 ..... hr) E ~r(;,) 
x y' ~sgn(T) (  [v[ ~= ~ sgn(o). (53) 
{co:I(co)=D(v)} T \01 '  "", ( J)D(v)/ OS~sB 
Clearly the object on the left-hand side of the sum are also composed of 
r-border rim hook tabloids of shape 0c(2) and special rim hook tabloids of 
shape v' because of the first and third sums. Noting that D(v) = D(2), the 
second sum then mandates that the special rim hook portion be filled with 
exactly D(2) hooks. The first multinomial coefficient fills the r-border rim 
hooks with integers from { 1, ..., n} where by convention we choose the 
values to increase along each hook. Noting that n - Iha l  . . . . .  Ih r l  = Iv l ,  
we see that the second multinomial coefficient fills the special rim hooks 
with the remaining integers from { 1, ..., n}. Again, by convention, these 
integers increase along the hooks. Finally, recall that sgn(H~(;0 ) and sgn(T) 
occurring in the left-hand side of expression (53) were defined in such a 
way as to be compatible with the signs as defined on the objects in (9~8. 
To complete the proof of the proposition, we give a bijection between 
the objects in (9~A and (9~, showing that expressions (51) and (45) are 
equivalent. 
Consider a~ (9~A. By Lemma 5.2, there must be r= l ( / t ) -D(2)  hooks 
entirely within ad(2), all of which can be shifted to the border of 0~(2). We 
order the r hooks, hi, h2, ..., hr, from top to bottom according to the row 
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FIG. 35. Bijection. 
where the hooks start. The hook which starts in the topmost cell is denoted 
by h 1 . We begin by shifting h~ to the border of ~(2): Next we shift h2 to 
the border of ~(2) -h i ,  and we continue in this manner. Because hooks are 
shifted along diagonals, the relative order of the hooks with respect o the 
starting positions will be preserved. This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 35. 
Clearly, we obtain an object in (gsB. 
Now, consider b ~ (gsB. Order the r-border hooks from top to bottom 
according to the row where the hooks start, where hr denotes the rim 
hook beginning in the lowest position. We must show that if we first shift 
hr to the left so that it begins in the first column, then shift hr_ 1 to the 
left so that it begins in the first column, and so on, then the resulting 
object will be an object in (gsA. Because movement of the hooks is along 
diagonals, we only show that no border rim hook begins on the same 
diagonal as one of the D(2)=D(v)  special rim hooks in the tabloid of 
shape v'. 
Let hi ..... h~ denote the r-border rim hooks in the r-border rim hook 
tabloid of shape sh(H~(x~). Let ir and Jr denote the row and column, 
respectively, of the cell where h r begins. The diagram v'w h~ will be a 
legal shape only if hr begins in a cell along the border of v' that is either 
in the first column or is bordered on the left by cells of v'; these cells are 
the shaded cells shown in Fig. 36. The complement of the shaded cells are 
those positions marked by asterisks; hr cannot begin in such positions. 
We can see that each of the cells marked by an asterisk is along the same 
diagonal as the topmost cell in each column of v'. Let ?m and ]m denote 
the row and column, respectively, of the top cell in m. Clearly, ]~ = m for 
all columns. Furthermore, it can easily be seen that ~=D(v)+ 
c~(v)D(~, ~2=D(v)+o:(v)D(~-l, etc. Hence, for h~, it must be 
that 
ir -Jr ¢ D(v) + c~(v)D(~_ (p_ 1) --P, (54) 
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FIG. 36. 
I,III 
!!1!,1 , 
' Durfee square  
Cells where border rim hooks may begin. 
1 <~p<<.D(v). Now we consider placing the border rim hook hr_l along 
the border of shape v'w hr. According to the definition, it must be that 
ir_ 1 --ir--1 > ir--Jr' Hence, the legal starting positions for hr_ 1 are a sub- 
set of the legal starting positions for hr. Consequently, expression (54) 
holds when we replace r by r -1 .  By induction, we have similar expres- 
sions for all border rim hooks, hr_2 .... ,hi .  
Let sk, l<<.k<<.D(v), denote the special rim hooks in the tabloid of 
shape v', and let ik and Jk denote the row and column, respectively, where 
sk begins. The hooks are ordered from top to bottom according to the 
row where they begin where Sl denotes the hook beginning in the top- 
most position. We derive an expression for ik--jk, 1 <<. k ~ D(v). Note that 
there is only one way that the D(v) special rim hooks can be placed in 
the cells to the left and above the diagonal of D(v) (see Fig. 20 for a sim- 
ple example). Considering the special rim hook that begins in the upper- 
most position, it is obvious that i~ = D(v) + ~ZD(v). The special rim hook s~ 
must occupy the top cell of the second column, hence i2 = 
D(v)+(oca(~)_ l -1 ). In general, the k -1  hooks above the kth special 
rim hook occupy k -  1 cells of the kth column, hence 
ik --Jk = D( V) + (O~o(v)_ (k- 1) -- (k - 1 )) - 1, (55) 
1 <<. k <~ D(v). Note that Jk = 1 for all k. Comparing (54) and (55), we see 
that a border rim hook will never begin on the same diagonal as a special 
rim hook in a tabloid of shape v'. Furthermore, movement along 
diagonals assures that the order of the r-border rim hooks is preserved. 
This bijection shows that (51) and (45) are equivalent, completing our 
proof. | 
A q-Analogue of n! ~(sa) 
We have the following expression for l-n]! ~(sx). The expression comes 
directly from the q-analogue of n! ~(h~). 
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THEOREM 5,2. Let n ~ P, let 2 be a partition of n, and let ~: A(x) 
Q[x][q] be the ring homomorphism defined by (16). Then, 
[n]! ~(S~)= ~ qi~v(~)r.z(o), 
a~Nn 
where r ~( ~r ) = ~ ~ ~ K ~_ ~ x 4'(°). 
Proof We begin with expression (9), 
(56) 
s~= ~ Kj,~h.. 
,u [-n 
We then multiply by n! and apply ~ to both sides to obtain the expres- 
sion 
[n]!((s~.)= y, -~  , K~,xEn]. ((h~) 
,u~n 
= ~, K -1  /~,.~ E q mv(~)Xd~(a) 
c~Sn p F-n 
6. Tim MONOMIAL SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS UNDER 
Brenti does not give an explicit expression for ~(rn~) except for when 2 
is a hook. We express ~(m~) as a sum of signed and weighted com- 
binatorial objects. 
We begin by expressing the monomial symmetric functions in terms of 
the power symmetric functions as given by (5): 
rn~o= ~ (-1)~(~)-~(~)w(B~,~) p . 
,u ]-n Zp 
Multiplying by n! and applying the homomorphism to both sides we have 
n! ~1 x n! ~(m)~)= y' ( -1 )  l(z)-'(~) w(B~.,~)~g(pn). (57) 
,u~n 
From Section 4, we interpret (n!/z~)~(p~) as being 7-brick tableaux of 
shape H, for 7 ~n. Each brick is filled with an increasing sequence of 
integers. The largest integer in each row lies in the last cell of the row, 
and the values decrease between each of the bricks in each row. The 
weight of the last cell of each brick is + 1 and the other cells are weighted 
with an x. 
582a/72/1-4 
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Therefore, we interpret he objects in the sum of (57) as being these 
tableaux, upon which we superimpose empty bricks of lengths 2~, 22, ..., 
2z. The weight of the objects is the usual weight coming from the inter- 
pretation of n! ~(p~)/z~ multiplied by the weighted 2-brick tabloids of 
shape/~. 
By making a substitution for (n!/z~,)~(PF,) we may express (57) as 
n!~(mx)=(--1)"+t(x) ~ (--1)"-l(~)w(B~,~) ~ x ~(~). 
7. THE FORGOTTEN SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS UNDER 
Our expression for the forgotten symmetric functions under ~ is similar 
to the expression for the monomial symmetric functions. However, now 
the expression is simpler because when expressing the f~'s in terms of the 
pp's,, the sign in the sum does not depend on the length of/~. 
If we let n e P and 2 be a partition of n, then we may express the 
forgotten symmetric functions in terms of the power symmetric functions 
as given by (6). 
fa = ~ ( - 1) "-l(~ w(Bx ~) 1 ~(p~). 
/~ }-n ' Z/~ 
We apply the homomorphism to both sides and multiply by n!: 
n! 
n! ~(f~) = ( -  1) n-l(~> ~.  w(B~,~) z~p~. (58) 
We interpret he objects in the sum of (58) in the same manner as the 
objects appearing in the expression for the monomial symmetric func- 
tions. Note that we may also express (58) as 
n?~(fx)=(--1) "-z(~) ~ w(B~,~) ~ x e(~). 
p kn  ~rES,,(,u) 
The combinatorial methods involved in studying permutation enumera- 
tion of the symmetric group provide insight which is necessary for analo- 
gously studying permutation enumeration of the hyperoctahedral group, 
B n. This work has appears in [ 1 ] and relies heavily on the Bn analogue 
of the Frobenius map and symmetric functions as defined by Stembridge 
in [9]. Furthermore, the study of permutation enumeration of Sn and Bn 
suggests that it will be possible to study permutation enumeration of 
other Coxeter groups in the same spirit. 
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